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Abstract
They do. Partly. We identify credit supply shocks via sign restrictions in a Bayesian
VAR and separate them into positive and negative. Using local projections, we find that
positive credit supply shocks leave notably different prints in private debt, mortgage
debt, and debt-to-GDP, as opposed to negative credit supply shocks. This pattern is
caused by the response of household mortgage debt. Furthermore, we find evidence
that positive credit supply shocks are the driving force behind boom-bust cycles. Yet,
developments behind the boom-bust cycle cannot explain the strong and persistent
response in debt; but house prices tend to. However, if we abstract from potential
asymmetries, we get rather mild results, which underestimate the true effects of credit
supply shocks.

Keywords Credit supply shocks · Household debt · Asymmetry · Local projections

JEL classification C11 · E21 · E22 · E32

1 Introduction

The financial crisis and the subsequent Great Recession made sternly clear that credit
markets can take a leading role for economic activity. As such, there is a renewed
interest in the nexus between credit supply shocks and economic activity.
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One common finding in the literature is that an unexpected contraction in credit
conditions has adverse effects. For example, Gambetti and Musso (2017) estimate a
time-varying vector autoregressive model (VAR) model with drifting parameters and
stochastic volatility for the US, the UK, and the euro area for 1980 to 2011. They find
significant effects of credit supply shocks which increase over time. Their results also
imply that the effects of credit market distortions are stronger during recessions. In
another seminal paper, Gilchrist and Zakrajšek (2012) show that lower credit spreads
improve the costs of debt finance, which increases spending and production and, in
turn, increases asset prices and thus stimulates economic activity through the financial
accelerator mechanism (for further recent contributions, see Jordà et al. 2013;Mumtaz
et al. 2018; Mian et al. 2017; Gertler and Gilchrist 2018; among others). However,
these analyses have in common that they examine symmetric responses to distortions
in credit supply, i.e. the impact of a positive shock is identical to the impact of a
negative shock in absolute terms.

The contribution of this paper is to examine asymmetries (and potentially nonlin-
earities) in the propagation of credit supply shocks. The objective here is to provide
new evidence on the transmission of credit supply shocks by relying on a simple, yet
flexible framework. We follow Tenreyro and Thwaites (2016), who investigate asym-
metric effects of monetary policy shocks on key macroeconomic variables via local
projections. The advantages of local projections over vector autoregression (VAR)
models are well documented (JordÀ 2005). Above all, it is not necessary to impose
dynamic restrictions as is done in VAR models. Moreover, local projections allow
us to parsimoniously test for asymmetric effects. We do so by splitting an identified
credit supply shock à la Gambetti andMusso (2017) into its positive and negative parts
which are then planted into a set of seemingly unrelated equations. This allows us to
directly evaluate the effect of a credit supply shock for different adjacent horizons.1

Our set of variables includes key variables for the US on the overall debt cycle of
households, but also various variables describing real activity as well as the demand
and supply side of the economy ranging from the early 1970s until late 2018.

Overall, our results clearly point to asymmetric effects concerning the different
debt measures considered in this paper. More specifically, we find that the response of
overall household indebtedness to an unexpected increase in credit supply is substan-
tially stronger in absolute terms than in the opposite case of an unexpected decrease.
That is, we find that an expansionary shock of one standard deviation leads to a sig-
nificant increase of household indebtedness by about 1.5 percent after roughly three
years. However, a negative shock of the same size leads to a decrease of household
indebtedness which is significant only for the first year and also significantly different
from the response following a credit supply easing. Importantly, this result is shown
to clearly be driven by the responsiveness of households’ mortgages. Also, we find
key macro headline variables (prices, production, short-term interest rate) as well as
some key variables determining the demand and supply side of the economy to respond

1 Such a credit supply shock can be associated with various events, such as unexpected changes in bank
capital availability for loans due to changes in regulatory capital ratio requirements or unanticipated changes
in the degree of competition in the banking sector. More precisely, an exogenous drop in credit supply is
assumed to lead to an increase in the lending rate, which ultimately leads to a drop in economic activity
and deflationary pressure.
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asymmetrically. Overall, following an expansionary shock of credit supply, our results
clearly point to the well-established boom-bust cycle. In the opposite case we do not
observe such a pattern.

While our framework allows us to flexibly uncover asymmetric responses following
shocks, tracking the exact mechanisms that drive our results is beyond the scope of
this model and, thus, of this paper.

Nevertheless, a large body of literature points at amplifications and asymmetries
in the propagation of sudden (financial) distortions as, for example, (i) occasion-
ally binding borrowing constraints, (ii) market imperfections (in terms of asymmetric
information), or (iii) the role of asymmetric central bank behavior.

Regarding occasionally binding constraints, suppose an unexpected easing of credit
conditions. In this case, both, firms and households that previouslywere excluded from
the credit market are now able to borrow. The resulting increase in demand will in turn
stimulate the economy. Following an unexpected deterioration in credit conditions, in
contrast, the credit constraint could eventually become binding for both, households
and firms. In this case, firms and households alike could either (i) no longer being able
to rely on financial intermediaries to borrow externally or (ii) not being able to borrow
the amount demanded.2

Another important mechanism relies on the role of asymmetric information. In
general, the external finance premium is the premium that banks charge due to asym-
metric information regarding a project to be financed. As such, the balance sheet or
net worth is of particular importance for the financing decision. Fluctuations in the net
worth could thus increase the effect of shocks hitting the economy. Consider again a
negative credit supply shock which reduces the availability of credit in the economy.
In this case, the role of the balance sheet with respect to the credit conditions of firms
will become more important than before. A positive credit supply shock, in contrast,
increases the availability of credit. A firm with a given balance sheet may therefore
find it easier to borrow money, but disproportionately more difficult to borrow money
in the case of a negative shock.

Finally, the central bank may play an important role in the transmission of credit
supply shocks. Central banks monitor the lending behavior to firms and households
very closely. Eventually, the central bank has asymmetric preferences when it comes
to stabilizing shocks stemming from the credit market. For example, it is possible
that the central bank reacts stronger during boom phases than during bust phases.
Also, the central bank eventually reacts different when overall credit conditions are
loose already. Finally, the reaction of the central bank may also depend on the zero
lower bound. For example, if the key interest rate is close to zero, the central bank has
less scope to counter inflationary pressures and may have to resort to unconventional
monetary policy measures. These effects on the systematic component of monetary

2 In this respect, as pointed out by SedlÁČek and Sterk (2017) and emphasized by Barnichon et al. (2019),
episodes of high financial stress can prevent high-potential firms to emerge. More precisely, SedlÁČek and
Sterk (2017) show that cohorts of large firms tend to be born during periods of booming consumer demand,
i.e., when it is easy for firms to acquire new customers. Phases of booming consumer demand, in turn, may
depend on credit conditions.
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policy can all contribute to making the transmission of credit supply shocks nonlinear
or asymmetric.3

Overall, our paper fits well into a relatively new strand of literature which inves-
tigates nonlinearities and asymmetries in the transmission of credit supply shocks.
The first paper to mention is of Colombo and Paccagnini (2020), who estimate a
smooth transition VAR (STVAR) and investigate the role played by credit supply
shocks across the business cycle. They find that contractionary credit supply shocks
trigger asymmetric and negative effects. However, the paper that fits closest is Bar-
nichon et al. (2019), who estimate a vector moving-average (VMA) with functional
approximations of impulse responses. They find that the effects of financial shocks
on the economy depend on their sign and size. That is, their results imply that the
mild and short-lived effects of financial market disruptions typically found in SVAR
models can be explained by asymmetric effects. However, we do not solely focus on
key macro variables, but also investigate whether asymmetric effects can be found in
credit volumes as well as different measures of both, aggregate supply and aggregate
demand. Finally, investigating asymmetries helps not only to get a better understand-
ing of the consequences of credit supply shocks but rather is crucial for policymaking.
This is because the events leading to and following the latest financial crisis raised the
question whether monetary policy should take credit developments into account when
making policy decisions. For this reason, it is not surprising that many economists
propose that the central bank should eventually lean against the credit cycle. If this
is the case, it is crucial for policy design to know whether credit shocks propagate
symmetric or asymmetric before adjusting the short-term nominal interest rate.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the method-
ology. Section 3 contains ourmain results. In Sect. 4,we conduct a battery of robustness
checks. Section 5 concludes.

2 Methodology

Before we show our results, we introduce our methodological approach in this section.
First, we describe the derivation of our credit supply shock. We then explain our
econometricmethodology to uncover asymmetries in the transmission of these shocks.
Finally, we set out our approach to statistical inference.

2.1 Deriving the credit supply shock

In order to derive a credit supply shock, we use an auxiliary structural VAR model
identified by means of sign restrictions for the US. Let yt be an n× 1 vector including
real GDP, consumer prices, loan volumes, a composite lending rate, and a reference
short-term (shadow) interest rate. The SVAR reads

3 As will be shown in the robustness section, we find that the central bank’s systematic response to credit
volumes and lending conditions has no important role in the transmission of credit supply shocks and is
thus not a driving force for the asymmetric effects we find in our paper.
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Table 1 Identification restrictions

Shock Real GDP Prices Short-term interest Lending rate Loan Volume

Aggregate supply + – No restriction No restriction No restriction

Aggregate demand + + + + No restriction

Monetary policy + + – No restriction No restriction

Credit supply + + + – +

The identifying assumptions are imposed on impact, where ’+’ means an increase and ’–’ a decrease in the
underlying variable. All shocks are normalized as leading to an increase in real GDP

y′
tA0 =

J∑

j=1

y′
t− jA j + c + ε′

t , (1)

where εt is an n × 1 vector of structural shocks, A j is an n × n matrix of structural
parameters for 0 < j ≤ J lags withA0 invertible and c is a 1×n vector of parameters.

The SVAR model in (1) can be rewritten as

y′
tA0 = x′

tA+ + ε′
t , (2)

where A′+ = [A′
1, . . . ,A

′
J , c

′] and x′
t = [y′

t−1, . . . , y
′
t−J , 1] for 1 ≤ t ≤ T . Hence,

we estimate the reduced-form VAR

yt = x′
tB + u′

t , (3)

where B = A+A−1
0 , u′

t = εtA
−1
0 , and E[utu′

t ] = (A0A′
0)

−1.
Since the structural parameters are not identified, we need to impose some restrictions.
We therefore rely on the identification strategy of, among others, Gambetti andMusso
(2017) who draw inference concerning the response of (log) real GDP, (log) consumer
prices, (log) loan volumes, a composite lending rate, and a reference short-term interest
rate to four structural shocks: (i) aggregate supply, (ii) aggregate demand, (iii)monetary
policy, and (iv) credit supply.4 The latter is of main interest for our further analysis.

Table 1 summarizes the identification restrictions. The identification of an aggre-
gate supply shock, an aggregate demand shock and a monetary policy shock is quite
standard, we therefore will not discuss it here.5

The identification of the expansionary credit supply shock, on the other hand,
deserves further discussion. As pointed out by, inter alia, Christiano et al. (2010)
and Gambetti and Musso (2017), a credit supply shock can be associated with vari-
ous events, such as unexpected changes in bank capital availability for loans due to
changes in regulatory capital ratio requirements or unanticipated changes in the degree

4 In order to estimate (3), we rely on Bayesian techniques using a Minnesota prior. Inference is based
on 20000 draws, where the first 10000 draws are discarded, as samples that have been generated in early
iteration steps are likely to be not representative for the true posterior distribution. Data is compiled as in
Gambetti and Musso (2017) (see supplementary material therein) and extended until 2018Q4.
5 For a comprehensive description, see Gambetti and Musso (2017).
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of competition in the banking sector. The identification we use can be thought of as
(i) shocks to the bank funding technology or bank reserve demand, as in Cúrdia and
Woodford (2010), as well as (ii) shocks to bank’s capital quality and bank’s net worth,
as in Gertler and Karadi (2011). An expansionary credit supply shock consequently
leads to an increase in real GDP and prices. This notion is in line with the identifica-
tion scheme of all model-specific credit supply shocks in the models of Cúrdia and
Woodford (2010) and Gertler and Karadi (2011) as well as some specific credit supply
shocks in Gerali et al. (2010) and Christiano et al. (2010).

An exogenous increase in loan supply (credit supply) is also assumed to lead to
a contemporaneous drop in the lending rate as well as an increase in the short-term
interest rate, which is under the control of the central bank. An exogenous expansion
of the supply of loans to the private sector via a decrease in the lending rate has
expansionary effects as the lower costs of external funds enable to expand consumption
while firms can expand their investments.6 The central bank counteracts the resulting
price pressure by increasing the short-term interest rate.

Finally, note that while it is common practice to derive shocks from an auxiliary
SVARmodel, our hybrid VAR-LP approach is internally inconsistent. This is because
in the SVARmodel, structural shocks are identified under the assumption that the data
generating process is linear and symmetric, as pointed out by Barnichon et al. (2019).7

Of course, one might consider deriving the structural shock in a state-dependent local
projections model as well. However, this approach has two limitations: first, also
within an LP approach along the lines of Plagborg-Møller and Wolf (2021), we need
to proceed in two steps, where, in the first step, a linear local projections model
is fitted to the observed data to extract a credit supply shock. In a second step, this
shock is then used in another local projections model to uncover possible asymmetries
in the transmission of credit supply shocks. The reason is that within both, an LP
framework aswell as aVAR framework, it is not possible to separately identify positive
and negative credit supply shocks a priori without knowing the shock in advance.
The second point is more of a technical nature. Structural identification in a local
projection approach works very similarly to a VAR approach, whereby the variance-
covariance matrix is derived from the h = 1 projection residuals for the identification.
The (only) crucial difference, as pointed out by Plagborg-Møller and Wolf (2021), is
that within a local projections framework, the reduced-form impulse responses come
directly from the direct projections rather than from iterative forecasts as in a VAR
model. Importantly, as pointed out by Plagborg-Møller andWolf (2021), the projection
residuals from a local projections approach equal these Wold innovations. As a result,
the variance-covariance matrix � as obtained within a local projections framework
contains the same information as obtained from a VAR framework. Hence, if and only
ifwe restrict the responses of the endogenous variables on impact only, as is done in this
paper, then we get the same set of structural shocks in the local projections framework
as in the VAR framework. Since we are not interested in the impulse responses from
the first stage but only in the identified credit supply shock for the second stage, it

6 We take a closer look at this transmission channel in section (III).
7 They directly estimate a vector moving-average model to derive financial shocks and rely on functional
approximations of impulse responses (FAIR). However, their robustness checks imply that a hybridVAR-LP
approach (as ours) and the internally-consistent approach using FAIR yield very similar results.
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makes no difference to us whether we identify our shock in a VAR framework or a
local projections framework.

Nevertheless, we use an alternative measure of a credit supply shock obtained from
a proxy SVAR in the robustness section.

2.2 Econometric setup

In order to uncover the asymmetric effects of structural shocks,we followTenreyro and
Thwaites (2016) and rely on local projections, as proposed by JordÀ (2005). The local
projection method provides a flexible framework and is easy to implement. Moreover,
it is well documented that local projections have several advantages over VARmodels.
Above all, local projections aremore robust to possiblemisspecifications, at least under
a finite lag structure. Moreover, they allow us to parsimoniously model asymmetric
effects and, in effect, saves degrees of freedom relative to amultivariate approach. That
is, even though we lose observations from adjusting for leads and lags, we ultimately
save degrees of freedom because our set of control variables on the right-hand side
is relatively sparse as we do not need to describe the dynamics of the endogenous
variables conditional on the shock.

Local projections base on the idea to directly regress the dependent variable at
different horizons t + h for h = 0, 1, . . . , H , conditional on an information set �t

that consists of a set of control variables. In the linear case, the regression equation
reads

yt+h = αh + γ hxt + βhshockt + et+h , (4)

where yt+h is the variable of interest at horizon t+h, xt is a vector of control variables,
and shockt is the identified structural shock.8 The coefficient βh measures the average
response of the dependent variable to the shock that hits the economy at time t . Thus,
one constructs the impulse responses as a sequence of the βh’s estimated in a series
of separate regressions for each horizon.

Note that (4) is easily adapted to estimate a model that allows for nonlinear effects.
More precisely, we want to test whether positive shocks have the same impact as
negative shocks. This can be done by regressing

yt+h = αh + γ xt + β+
h max{shockt , 0} + β−

h min{shockt , 0} + et+h . (5)

While the information sets in (4) and (5) do not differ, the coefficients β+
h and β−

h do
now allow us to test for sign-dependent impulse responses. In particular, the response
of yt+h on a shock in t is now given by

∂ yt+h

∂shockt
=

{
β+
h , if shockt ≥ 0,

β−
h , if shockt < 0.

(6)

8 More precisely, xt summarizes p lagged values of a vector of control variables, controlst , and q lagged
values of the dependent variable. Hence, we get γ hxt ≡ γ controls

h
∑p

j=1 controlst− j + γ
y
h

∑q
k=1 yt−k .
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It is important to stress that a perfectly symmetric transmission of credit supply shocks
would imply that β+

h = β−
h . That is, exogenous expansions and contractions of credit

supply would have the same effects in absolute terms. Contrary to this, we would
point to asymmetric effects when the divergence between β+

h and β−
h is significantly

different from zero.
Our vector xt contains control variables that are supposed to have an effect on the

endogenous variable yt . We therefore include p = 2 lagged values of the short-term
federal funds rate, the consumer price index, and real GDP, where consumer prices
and real GDP are in logs and multiplied by 100. Finally, xt also includes q = 3 lags
of the dependent variable.9

2.3 Inference

Regressing the dependent variable at different horizons on the same set of control
variables will likely result in autocorrelated residuals. In order to calculate standard
errors that account for the possibility of serially correlated residuals within and across
equations,we followRameyandZubairy (2018) andTenreyro andThwaites (2016) and
estimate seemingly unrelated equations as proposed by Driscoll and Kraay (1998). To
bemore precise,we estimate the parameters of interest of each equation separately and,
in a second step, average the moment conditions across horizons h = 0, . . . , H when
deriving Newey-West standard errors. In effect, the Driscoll–Kraay standard errors
account for autocorrelation across both, time t and horizons h. We follow standard
practice (see JordÀ 2005) and set the maximum autocorrelation lag for the Newey-
West procedure L = h + 1.

3 Results

In this section, we present the baseline results of our paper. In the baseline setting,
the idea is to uncover possible asymmetries in the responses of the economy to a
credit supply shock. Hence, the baseline regression focuses on the asymmetric effects
of positive and negative shocks on the economy. The sample size covers data from
1975Q3 to 2018Q4, consisting of 174 observations. After adjusting for leads and lags,
the effective sample size starts in 1976Q2 and ends in 2013Q4 and, hence, consists of
151 observations.

9 The choice of p and q is based on the Schwartz Bayesian Information Criterion given by −2 ln(L̂) +
k ln(n), where k is the number of parameters, (L̂) is the maximized value of the likelihood function, and
n is the effective sample size after adjusting for leads and lags. We tried different combinations of p and
q ranging from 1 to 4 lags each. For each combination of p and q, we follow the strategy of Tenreyro and
Thwaites (2016) and sum up the resulting information criteria over both, the horizon h and over all different
dependent variables. Finally, the minimum value of this operation results in the optimal lag length of p = 2
and q = 3.
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3.1 Baseline results

Do credit supply shocks have asymmetric effects? Before we answer this question, it
is important to bear in mind that throughout the paper, we present impulse response
coefficients rather than impulse responses.10 So, for example, a positive value of β−

h
indicates that after a negative shock (i.e., an unexpected credit curtailment), the effect,
i.e. impulse response, is negative. In other words, there is a uniflow response to the
shock.

This being said, Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4 read as follows: The rows correspond to the depen-
dent variables that are affected by the credit supply shocks. The first column depicts
the impulse response coefficients β+

h (red-solid lines) following a positive credit sup-
ply shock. In contrast, the second column depicts the impulse response coefficients
β−
h (red-solid lines) describing the response following a negative credit supply shock

to the particular dependent variable, both accompanied by their respective 90 percent
confidence bands. For further comparison, dashed lines represent the impulse response
coefficients from the linear model (Eq. 4), i.e. βh .

The third column shows t−statistics testing the null hypothesis H0 : (β+
h −β−

h ) = 0
for adjacent horizons h = 0, . . . , H , where the shaded area covers the t−critical
values for a 90 percent confidence interval, i.e. ±1.645. If the t− statistics (red-solid)
lies outside the shaded-area, we reject the null that the difference in the response of
the endogenous variable is not distinguishable from zero in favor of the alternative
hypothesis that they are significantly different from zero at the 90 percent confidence
level and thus, indicate non-negligible asymmetric effects.

Figure 1 shows the impulse response coefficients corresponding to different debt
volumes, namely overall household debt, consumer credit, mortgages, as well as the
response of debt-to-GDP for each horizon h (x-axis) after a shock hits the economy in
t . Given a positive credit supply shock, overall debt steadily and significantly increases
by 1.5 percent. This effect is highly persistent as it holds for more than 20 quarters.
The volume of consumer credit increases significantly, reaching a peak of 0.9 percent
after ten periods before it wears out. The effect of a credit supply shock on consumer
credit is more short-lived than overall debt. The response of mortgages shows where
the sluggish behavior of overall debt stems from: mortgages respond very similar to
a positive credit supply shock as does overall debt in both, magnitude and duration.11

The positive effect proceeds over more than 20 quarters with a peak response of 1.5
percent. Debt-to-GDP shows a picture similar to both, the response of overall debt
and mortgage debt. The positive response, which peaks at 0.025 percent, becomes
significant after five periods and remains thereafter, shows evidence that debt is more
sensitive to a credit supply shock than real GDP.

Turning to the responses to a negative shock, recall that a positive response coef-
ficient indicates a concurrent reaction such that, e.g., concerning overall debt, a
detrimental credit supply shock leads to a decrease in overall debt for two quarters. In
the medium-term, i.e., after roughly ten quarters, the negative shock goes into reverse

10 In order to get impulse responses, one simply needs to flip the impulse response coefficients.
11 This comes at no surprise as the share of mortgage credit to the overall indebtedness amounts to over
90 percent in the mid-2000’s which further explains the results.
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Fig. 1 Response of credit volumes to credit supply shocks. Notes: The first column shows the impulse
response coefficients (red-solid) β+

h for h = 0, . . . , H for a positive (one standard deviation) credit supply

shock, the second column shows the impulse response coefficients (red-solid) β−
h for a negative (one

standard deviation) credit supply shock. In both cases, the dark (pale) red-shaded area corresponds to the 68
(90) percent confidence interval, relying on Driscoll–Kraay standard errors. The red-dotted lines in the first
two columns show the impulse response coefficients βh from a linear model without testing for asymmetric
effects. The third column shows the t−statistics testing the null that H0 : (β+

h − β−
h ) = 0 for each horizon

h using the Driscoll–Kraay method. The dark (pale) red-shaded area covers the t−critical values for a 68
(90) percent confidence interval, i.e. ±0.995 (±1.645). The rows show, from top to bottom, the responses
of overall debt volume (in percent), the volume of consumer credit (in percent), mortgage credit volume (in
percent), and the share of debt-to-GDP (in percentage points)

and leads to an increase of debt, though not significant, as the confidence bands of
the response coefficients comprise zero. This is true for all debt categories, as well as
the debt-to-GDP ratio. Above all, it stands out that the responses are in all cases other
than the response of consumer credit, less pronounced than in the case of a positive
credit supply shock. By the same token, when not accounted for asymmetries, one
gets misleadingly rather mild responses to credit supply shocks.12

12 A finding in line with Barnichon et al. (2019) statement regarding financial shocks.
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Furthermore, the responses in all cases are more sticky than in the case given a
positive shock. Even though the response of the overall indebtedness, mortgage debt,
and the debt-to-GDP ratio is slightly significantly different from zero, the concurrent
effect is short-lived, at most, and tends to increase debt in the medium-term, with
response coefficients significantly different from zero at the 90 percent confidence
level.

Most importantly, in all cases except consumer credit, the responses to a positive
(negative) shock reside well above (below) their symmetric counterparts, indicating
that there are non-negligible asymmetric effects.

The third column of Fig. 1 underpins this visual impression. The t−statistics for
overall debt, mortgage debt, and the debt-to-GDP ratio show that we reject the null
whereupon private debt equally responds to positive and negative shocks. Solely for
consumer credit, we do not reject the null hypothesis based on our t−statistics and con-
clude that, following an exogenous shock to credit supply, consumer credit responds
similarly in absolute terms.

Three insights from this first exercise need to be highlighted: first, in the linear
model, the responses are driven by the positive component of the shock, thus, sup-
pressing a debt-increasing effect of adverse shocks in the medium-run, as seen in the
second column of Fig. 1.13 Second, the differences in the responses between the lin-
ear and nonlinear models are most pronounced for overall debt, mortgage debt, and
debt-to-GDP; measures that are central to the debate whether central banks should
actively lean against the credit cycle in their policymaking.14 Third, not accounting
for asymmetries leads to misleadingly attenuated responses of the aforementioned
debt measures.

Turning to the effects on key macro variables, the first column of Fig. 2 reports the
results for real GDP and consumer prices (both in logs) as well as for the short-term
(shadow) interest rate. Following a positive credit supply shock, real GDP increases
immediately by about 0.25 percent, peaking at 0.5 percent after four quarters and
steadily reverts afterward. This effect is significant for about seven periods. What
stands out is that the effect of the shock does not wear out but instead leads to a subse-
quent decline in real GDP. After 16 quarters, there is a significant drop in output of 0.5
percent. This is in line with the well-established notion that credit supply expansions
lead to subsequent episodes of economic downturn, as in, e.g., Schularick and Taylor
(2012) or Mian et al. (2017).

The economic upturn caused by additional availability of credit leads to an increase
(though not significant) in consumer prices by up to 0.2 percent which starts to decline
after 10 quarters. As real GDP subsequently decreases, so do prices, leading to defla-
tionary pressure after 18 quarters which is significantly different from zero. In light
of the responses of debt-to-GDP both, the responses of real GDP and prices add up
to Fisher’s debt-deflation hypothesis whereupon an economic slowdown increases the

13 For example, the response coefficient for mortgage debt given an expansionary credit supply shock is
three times higher than the equivalent response coefficient from the linear model.
14 See, for example, Lambertini et al. (2013) and Svensson (2017). In the robustness section, we evaluate
the role of monetary policy in the transmission of credit supply shocks in a counterfactual experiment and
derive policy implications.
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Fig. 2 Credit supply shocks and headline variables. Notes: The first column shows the impulse response
coefficients β+

h (red-solid) for h = 0, . . . , H for a positive (one standard deviation) credit supply shock,

the second column shows the impulse response coefficients β−
h (red-solid) for a negative (one standard

deviation) credit supply shock. In both cases, the dark (pale) red-shaded area corresponds to the 68 (90)
percent confidence interval, relying on Driscoll–Kraay standard errors. The red-dotted lines in the first two
columns show the impulse response coefficients βh from a linear model without testing for asymmetric
effects. The third column shows the t−statistics testing the null that H0 : (β+

h − β−
h ) = 0 for each horizon

h using the Driscoll–Kraay method. The dark (pale) red-shaded area covers the t−critical values for a 68
90 percent confidence interval, i.e. ±0.995 (±1.645). The first row shows the response of real GDP (in
percent), the second row the response of consumer prices (in percent), and the third row shows the response
of the effective federal funds rate (amended by the Wu-Xia shadow rate) in percentage points

real burden of debt, which in turn puts downward pressure on aggregate demand,
slowing down economic activity even further.

As the monetary authority responds to output and prices in the conduct of its
policies, it follows the boom-bust pattern. First, it increases its short-term interest
rate in response to the increase in those indicators. The peak response is an increase
of one percentage point after four quarters. As the economic downturn comes into
action, interest rates respond with a substantial decrease.
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The effects following an unexpected credit crunch are not very different to those
from the linear model. A negative credit supply shock leads to a significant decrease
in output and prices, and as such, interest rates decrease to counteract the economic
downturn. Here, after four years, prices hint to patterns of asymmetry, mounting to a
stronger deflationary pressure in the presence of negative shocks. This also explains the
asymmetric effects of real debt variables in the mid-run, because the strong response
of prices following a negative shock seem to dampen the overall response of real debt
following an unexpected negative credit supply shock.

Summingup, our results point to symmetric effects in the short-run, as the t-statistics
fluctuate within, rather than outside of its critical values for the first four years or
so. Thereafter, however, we find that all three key variables respond asymmetrically.
More precisely, in all three cases, the response following a positive credit supply
shock is stronger in absolute values than in the case of a negative credit supply shock.
Furthermore, it is worth noting that our results suggest that in the presence of a negative
shock, prices exhibit stronger deflationary pressure, which are underestimated in a
linear model.

3.2 Digging deeper

There are different channels through which a credit supply deterioration can transmit
into the (real) economy. An expansion in credit supply, therewith decrease in lending
rates, could, for example, boost the supply side of the economy through additional
(funds for and realizations of) investments due to decreasing credit costs, as argued
by inter alia Gilchrist and Zakrajšek (2012), which in turn would lead to an increase
in employment. Aggregate demand, on the other hand, can be stimulated by means
of credit expansion by enabling households to increase consumption as their balance
sheets improve, as noted by i.a. Mian and Sufi (2014) and Gertler and Gilchrist (2018).
For this reason, we search for traces of asymmetry in the responses of some surrogates
for both, aggregate supply and aggregate demand to credit supply deteriorations.

Beginning with the supply side, Fig. 3 shows how external financing, measured via
the credit spread provided byGilchrist andZakrajšek (2012), the total non-farmpayroll
employment, investments, and real credits to non-financial corporations respond.

As the top panel shows, we find that, following a negative credit supply shock, the
response of the external finance premium is different from zero only on impact and
indistinguishable from zero afterwards. This is contrary to the response following a
positive credit supply shock. Here, we see no significant response on impact and the
subsequent three years. Afterwards, however, the finance premium increases, which
coincides with the responses to the bust pattern we observe for our macroeconomic
variables.15

15 As financing conditions can play a crucial rule for economic fluctuations (see, for example, Adrian et al.
2010 or Bruno and Shin 2015), we have also looked at the subcomponents of the Chicago Fed National
Financial Conditions Index (NFCI), which comprise a wide range of indicators concerning volatility and
funding risk, credit conditions, as well as debt and equity measures. In short, the impulse responses of the
subindexes are remarkably similar to the impulse responses of the GZ spread, which is why we refrain from
presenting them in the paper. Of course the results are available upon request.
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Fig. 3 Credit supply shocks and the supply side. Notes: The first column shows the impulse response
coefficients β+

h (red-solid) for h = 0, . . . , H for a positive (one standard deviation) credit supply shock,

the second column shows the impulse response coefficients β−
h (red-solid) for a negative (one standard

deviation) credit supply shock. In both cases, the dark (pale) red-shaded area corresponds to the 68 (9)0
percent confidence interval, relying on Driscoll–Kraay standard errors. The red-dotted lines in the first two
columns show the impulse response coefficients βh from a linear model without testing for asymmetric
effects. The third column shows the t−statistics testing the null that H0 : (β+

h − β−
h ) = 0 for each horizon

h using the Driscoll–Kraay method. The dark (pale) red-shaded area covers the t−critical values for a 68
(90) percent confidence interval, i.e. ±0.995 (±1.645). The first row shows the response of the Gilchrist
and Zakrajšek (2012) spread (in percentage points), the second depicts the response of total non-farm
payrolls (in percent), the third shows the response of real investments (in percent), and the last row shows
the response of real credits to non-financial corporations (in percent)
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In the case of employment, total non-farm payrolls clearly exhibits the boom-bust
pattern. If a positive credit supply shock hits the economy, employment significantly
increases on impact by 0.05 percent and increases up to 0.2 percent before it reverts
and becomes significantly negative after almost four years. In the case of a negative
credit supply shock, total non-farm payrolls co-move by 0.1 percent for 12 periods,
which translates into an decrease in payrolls. Both results aremostly indistinguishable,
except, as before, at the long-end of our analysis, and a result of the changes in
economic activity given the respective shocks.

Investment responds very similarly to both, positive and negative credit supply
shocks, as does real GDP. After a significant and somewhat persistent increase on
impact, peaking at 1.5 percent, the response mean-reverts and becomes significantly
negative by 1.5 percent after 11 quarters. As before, we observe asymmetric effects
after 16 quarters, i.e. at the farther end of our projection. Also here, we find that the
response of a positive credit supply shock is stronger in absolute value than in the case
of a negative credit supply shock, as indicated by the significantly negative t-statistic
in the respective panel.

Taken together, the responses of the external finance premium, non-farm payrolls,
as well as real investments represent the well established boom-bust cycle caused by
a credit supply deterioration.

Finally, real credits to non-financial corporations exhibit a significant and persistent
increase in response to a positive credit supply shock.Thepeakmedian response,which
amounts to 3.4 percent, is observed after 13 quarters, before the response reverses. The
timing also matches the responses of overall debt and mortgage debt, which comes
at no surprise, as these variables follow the same cycle. The same is true in the case
of a negative credit supply shock: the initial decrease in real credits wears out after
roughly two years and tends to increase thereafter. As in the case of the other credit
variables, the responses show significant asymmetries.

Mian et al. (2017) stress that the boom-bust cycles of the past four decades were
primarily driven by household debt operating through the household demand chan-
nel. For example, the combination of rising house prices (and thus improvement in
the household’s balance sheet) and declining lending rates (i) led to an increase in
residential investments and (ii) enabled additional consumption of both, domestic and
foreign goods and services.16 Hence, we take a look at the responses of house prices,
real residential investments, and real household expenditures, which are depicted in
Fig. 4.

The first row shows that the response of house prices (real Shiller Index) resembles
remarkably well the response of mortgage debt. Positive credit supply shocks lead to
a persistent and also significant increase in house prices. While negative shocks lead
to quite similar opposite effects, we find clear patterns of asymmetry as the t-statistics
are very close at or above the critical values from quarter 4 onwards. This is because,
at the back-end, house prices (i) remain on a relatively high level after a positive shock
and (ii) tend to exhibit mean-reverting behavior after a negative shock, which in turn
increases the difference between the β coefficients. Furthermore, the linear response

16 For further impressions, see the evolution of real mortgage rates depicted in Fig. 10 in the appendix.
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Fig. 4 Credit supply shocks and the demand side. Notes: The first column shows the impulse response
coefficients β+

h (red-solid) for h = 0, . . . , H for a positive (one standard deviation) credit supply shock,

the second column shows the impulse response coefficients β−
h (red-solid) for a negative (one standard

deviation) credit supply shock. In both cases, the dark (pale) red-shaded area corresponds to the 68 (90)
percent confidence interval, relying on Driscoll–Kraay standard errors. The red-dotted lines in the first two
columns show the impulse response coefficients βh from a linear model without testing for asymmetric
effects. The third column shows the t−statistics testing the null that H0 : (β+

h − β−
h ) = 0 for each horizon

h using the Driscoll–Kraay method. The dark (pale) red-shaded area covers the t−critical values for a 68
(90) percent confidence interval, i.e. ±0.995 (±1.645). The first row shows the response of house prices
(real Shiller index, in percent).The second row depicts real residential investments (in percent). The last
row shows the response of real personal expenditures (in percent)
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is mitigated by the response to a negative shock, underestimating the stark effect of
positive credit supply shocks on house price inflation.

The response of residential investment is similar to the response of total invest-
ments. This can be explained by higher demand for housing due to an improvement
in the household’s balance sheets. The response of residential investment peaks at
one percent after one year before it mean-reverts, exhibiting the boom-bust pattern.
After 20 quarters, residential investments significantly decrease by approximately two
percent. Concerning a negative credit supply shock, the same story applies as in the
case of total investments.

It stands out that for both shocks, consumption expenditures follow the response of
consumer credit and real GDP very closely. Given a positive credit supply shock,
expenditures increase initially and show mean-reverting behavior that eventually
results in a significant decrease. That is, beneficial credit conditions improve the house-
hold’s balance sheets (e.g. through higher asset prices such as housing) such that they
increase borrowing (especially consumer credit)withwhich they expand consumption.
In the case of a contractionary credit supply shock, expenditures decrease significantly
by 0.2 percent and tend to remain declining in the long-run.

To summarize, three things stand out: First, the responses of consumer credit, real
GDP, the interest rate, non-farm payrolls, total and residential investment, as well as
personal expenditures to a positive credit supply shock all contribute to the notion that
credit supply expansions lead to a vicious boom-bust cycle.

Second, the response of credits to non-financial corporations, house prices, and
mortgage debt is highly persistent and does not follow the boom-bust pattern. One
explanation could be the following: Positive credit supply shocks increase funding
possibilities for corporations as well as house prices and, thus, stimulate economic
activity, which in turn leads to an increase in demand for (new or the expansion
of existing) mortgage loans. As the economy, however, transits into the bust-phase,
monetary policy steps into place, decreasing interest rates. This decrease, in turn, leads
to an increase in asset prices, such as house prices. Thus, while the economy shows the
boom-bust pattern, house prices do not. For example, a closer look at the responses of
house prices and real GDP reveals that the pace of change in house prices decreases
after 6 to 10 quarters; the period where the boom goes bust.

Last, asymmetries appear in the back-end of the responses and are primarily driven
by the positive portion of the shock.17 In turn, this implies that not accounting for
asymmetries leads to underestimated effects of credit supply shocks in the medium to
long-run.18

17 At the back-end, the t-statistics are either (i) overwhelmingly negative, as in the case of consumer prices,
non-farm payrolls, as well as total and residential investments or (ii) significantly negative, as consumer
prices, non-farm payrolls, investment-to-GDP, and expenditures, which indicates stronger responses to
positive than negative shocks.
18 Another observation, that an anonymous referee thankfully brought to our attention, is that we observe a
boom-bust pattern in the impulse responses of economic variables, on the one hand, but no such pattern in
the responses of the debt variables, on the other hand. One potential reason is the difference in the underlying
cycles. As far as credit and debt variables are concerned, these variables are rather sluggish compared to
classical economic variables and are merely linked to the credit cycle. There is much evidence that the letter
is twice as long as the business cycle (see, for instance, Alpanda and Zubairy 2019). This could explain
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4 Sensitivity analysis

So far, our results indicate that the transmission of credit supply shocks is asymmetric.
This section seeks to underpin our results via a battery of robustness checks, includ-
ing an alternative choice of credit supply shock as well as several alternative model
specifications.

4.1 Credit supply shocks from a proxy SVAR

Our results in Sect. 3 rely on the identification strategy following Gambetti andMusso
(2017) through sign restrictions. Since the identified credit supply shock comes from a
differentmodel and enters our local projection framework exogenously, we crosscheck
our results using an alternative credit supply shock. Using a Monte Carlo experiment,
Mumtaz et al. (2018) provide detailed evidence that the performance of various struc-
tural vector autoregression models seeking to identify credit supply shocks varies
substantially.19 Using data for the US, they find that the Gambetti and Musso (2017)
identification performs well in replicating DSGE model-implied impulse response
functions. Several other authors use alternative proxies for credit supply, including
Gilchrist and Zakrajšek (2012), Bassett et al. (2014), and Lown and Morgan (2006),
and use it as an endogenous variable in an otherwise standard VAR, where a shock
to the proxy is interpreted as a credit supply shock. However, Mumtaz et al. (2018)
show that proxy variables in a recursive SVAR do not perform well due to a large
attenuation bias increasing in the variance of the measurement error. They also show
that the measurement error has little effect on the performance of proxy VARs because
the proxy of credit supply does not enter the model directly. We, therefore, extend the
sample of Mumtaz et al. (2018) and estimate a proxy SVAR model where the excess
bond premium of Gilchrist and Zakrajšek (2012) is considered as an instrument rather
than an additional endogenous variable.20

The correlation of the estimated credit supply shock from our proxy SVAR and
our credit supply shock identified as in Sect. 2 is 0.59. Both series show the same
pattern most of the time and the dynamics during periods of financial turmoil as in
2008 overlap almost perfectly.21

why, for some variables, we do not yet observe a change in the sign of the response over our 20-quarter
horizon.
19 The authors consider three different DSGE models featuring credit supply in order to construct artificial
data, namely the DSGE model by Gertler and Karadi (2011), the estimated DSGE model from Christiano
et al. (2014) and, finally, the model by Cúrdia andWoodford (2010). In a nutshell, Mumtaz et al. (2018) use
these DSGE models as the true data generating processes and consider various competing SVAR models
with different identification strategies in order to shed light on their replication performance of the true
impulse responses following the model-implied credit supply shocks.
20 We use the same time span as in Sect. 3, namely 1975Q3 to 2018Q4. Our estimation is based on one lag,
as suggested by the Bayesian Schwartz Information Criterion. For details on the estimation, see Mumtaz
et al. (2018) section 2.2.
21 The reliability statistic proposed by Mertens and Ravn (2014), as the squared correlation between the
proxy and the credit supply shock, is 0.16 in our case and notably higher as in Mumtaz et al. (2018), thus
indicating higher reliability as a strong instrument. Most strikingly, however, is that all impulse responses
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Figures 11, 12, 13, 14 in the appendix show that in most cases, the qualitative
directions of the impulse responses do not change. Also, the difference between the
coefficients β+

h and β−
h looks very much like in our benchmark case. However, while

the t−statistics for the macro variables still point to asymmetric effects, uncertainty in
the impulse response coefficients of debt volumes after a positive shock is remarkably
higher than after negative shocks, resulting in t-statistics that are not statistically
different from zero. Overall, we conclude that our results still point to asymmetric
effects in most cases when we use a credit supply shock from a proxy SVAR instead
of a shock identified by means of sign restrictions.

4.2 A note on the role of estimation uncertainty surrounding the shock

So far, our impulse response coefficients are the mean responses to the median of a
series of identified shocks, that satisfy the imposed restrictions. Consequently, estima-
tion uncertainty surrounding the shock is not taken into account. Our set of B = 10000
draws for the credit supply shock from the VAR nevertheless allows us to test how
representative our shock is. For each series shock(1)

t , . . . , shock(10000)
t , we therefore

estimate our baseline model and report the uncertainty across all draws. Note that the
potential disadvantage of the median is that the median in t and t + 1 can come from
different draws (and thus different models, see Fry and Pagan 2011 on this). By using
the entire time series for each draw, we avoid this inconsistency. Figure 5 reports the
baseline point estimates (red-solid) with the 68 percent and 90 percent confidence
bands (red-shaded areas) as well as the median over all point estimates (black-solid)
and 90 percent (black-dashed) confidence intervals across all 10000 draws. It stands
out that our median shock seems to be very representative of the population, as the
median across all 10000 estimates is very close to our baseline impulse responses.

4.3 Is monetary policy a potential cause for asymmetric effects

Asmentioned in the introduction, it is quite conceivable thatmonetary policy decisions
can be a cause of asymmetric responses, if, for example, monetary policy systemat-
ically responds differently to expansionary shocks than to contractionary shocks. To
examine the role of monetary policy in the transmission of credit supply shocks in our
setup, we re-estimate the VAR model based on the assumption, that the policy rate
does not react to contemporaneous and past movements of the composite lending rate
and credit volumes by means of block exogeneity. In this scenario, the policy rate only
reacts to movements in those variables via feedback from the remaining variables of
the model, but not directly to movements of those variables.

In a second step, we repeat our baseline estimation

yt+h = αh + γ hxt + β+
h max

{
shockcft , 0

}
+ β−

h min
{
shockc ft , 0

}
+ et+h,

Footnote 21 continued
within our proxy SVAR show the expected sign. This is interesting from the standpoint that in our proxy
SVAR, the identification is far less restrictive than in our baseline model from Sect. 2.
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Fig. 5 Impulse responses across all draws of the credit supply shock. Notes: Point estimates (red-sold) with
the 68 and 90 percent confidence bands (red-shaded areas) from the baseline model as well as the median
over all point estimates (black-solid) and 90 percent (black-dashed) confidence bands across 10000 draws
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Fig. 6 Baseline shock versus counterfactual shock

where yt+h is the variable of interest at horizon t+h, xt is a vector of control variables,
and shockcft is the credit supply shock of this counterfactual exercise.

Figure 6 compares the credit supply shock fromour baseline setupwith the shockwe
obtain in this exercise. Here, the red-solid line reports the mean of the baseline specifi-
cationwith the corresponding 90 percent confidence bands (shaded area), respectively.
In contrast, the black-solid line corresponds to the median shock of the counterfactual
scenario. As can be seen, the two shocks mostly overlap.

Figure 7 reports the corresponding impulse response coefficients for this exercise
together with the original impulse response coefficients for a subset our endogenous
variables, in order to conserve space.22 The red-solid line corresponds to the baseline
impulse response coefficients, whereas the black-solid line corresponds to the impulse
response coefficients obtained from the counterfactual experiment credit supply shock.

Note that we only report the baseline specification’s 68 percent and 90 percent
confidence bands.

In all cases, there is virtually no difference in the responses to the shocks, as the
impulse response coefficients are basically alike. In other words, our findings suggests
that the central bank’s systematic response to credit volumes and lending conditions
has no important role for the transmission of credit supply shocks and is thus not a
driving force for the asymmetric effects we find in our results.

What are the policy implications for monetary policy? The results of the coun-
terfactual analysis by no means imply that monetary policy does not influence the
transmission of the credit supply shock at all. This is because the restriction within
the counterfactual experiment merely restricts the central bank’s systematic response
to credit volumes and the composite lending rate. However, a credit supply shock
also affects other variables, including real GDP and prices, i.e., variables to which
the central bank reacts. Consequently, monetary policy acts in the background, but is
not in the position to directly influence the course of events. In other words, leaning
against the credit cycle would not meet the desired objectives. Hence, from a policy
point of view, it is necessary to asymmetrically respond to unexpected disruptions
in the credit market by means of macroprudential activity. One conceivable measure
would be to implement buffers whose amount is aligned with the sign or size of the
credit shock–similar to the counter-cyclical capital buffers, which are determined by
the business cycle. However, we would like to leave a more thorough analysis of this
to further research.

22 The impulse responses for the remaining variables are available on request.
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Fig. 7 Baseline IRFs versus counterfactual IRFs. Notes: Impulse response coefficients for the baseline
(red-solid) and counterfactual (black-solid) credit supply shocks. Dark (pale) red-shaded areas are the 68
(90) percent confidence intervals of the responses to the baseline shock, relying on Driscoll–Kraay standard
errors. The last column shows the t−statistics testing the null that H0 : (β+

h − β−
h ) = 0 for each horizon

h using the Driscoll–Kraay method. Here, the dark (pale) red-shaded areas cover the t−critical values for
a 68 (90) percent confidence interval, i.e. ±0.995 (±1.645). All responses are expressed in percent
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4.4 The effects of the overall business cycle and credit conditions

One explanation for our observed asymmetries could be that the distribution of our
identified credit supply shocks itself is asymmetric, depending on either the overall
business cycle or credit conditions. First, we devote ourselves to the effects of the
overall business cycle.

One could argue that positive credit supply shocks occur mainly during periods
of expansion, while adverse credit supply shocks could predominantly occur during
recessions. If this was the case, we probably would have to account for this state
dependence in our regression analysis. In order to test for this possibility, we compare
the distribution of shocks during different phases of the business cycle. To do so, we
follow the procedure of Tenreyro and Thwaites (2016), which amounts to estimating
state-depending probability distributions via a smoothly increasing logistic function
F(zt ) as a weighting function of the kernel, where zt is an indicator of the state of
the economy. To do so, we take the annualized quarterly growth rate of real GDP.
Since this series is very volatile, we smooth out short-term volatility by filtering the
series using a seven-quarter moving average. Subsequently, we calculate the logistic
function over time. We follow Teräsvirta and Granger (1993) and employ a function
of the form

F(zt ) =
exp

(
κ
zt−μ
σz

)

1 + exp
(
κ
zt−μ
σz

) , (7)

where μ is used to control the proportion of the sample the economy spends in either
state (boom or recession), and σz is the sample standard deviation of the state variable
zt . The parameter κ controls how abruptly the economy switches from one state to
the other following movements of the state variable. That is, higher values of κ mean
that rather small movements of the state variable are needed to induce a switch from
one regime to the other. We followAuerbach and Gorodnichenko (2012) and Tenreyro
and Thwaites (2016) and choose a value of κ = 3, indicating an intermediate degree
of intensity of the regime-switching. We calibrate μ such that we spend 11.3% of the
time in recessions. According to the NBER recession indicators, this corresponds to
the share of periods we spend in recessions within our sample.

With the logistic function at hand, we estimate both, a probability density function
(PDF) and cumulative density function (CDF) using our logistic function F(zt ) and 1−
F(zt ), respectively, forweighting our (NormalGaussian) kernel function in order to get
state-dependent distributions of our credit supply shock. The resulting state-depending
PDFs and CDFs are shown in Fig. 8. The bottom panel shows the weighting function
F(zt ) (black-solid line), where the red-shaded areas highlight NBER recessions. As
expected, we observe drops in our function F(zt ) during recessions. This happens
with a short delay since we use a moving average.
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Fig. 8 Estimated state-dependent PDFs and CDFs. Notes: Estimated probability density functions (top
panel), cumulative density functions (middle panel) and transition function F(zt ) (bottom panel) over time.
The green lines show the estimated distributions of credit supply shocks during booms, and the red lines
show the estimated distributions during recessions using F(zt ) and 1 − F(zt ) for weighting our kernel
function. The black-dotted lines correspond to the average distributions of credit supply shocks using a
normally distributed kernel. In the bottom panel, the red-shaded areas highlight NBER recession dates

Turning to the estimated probability distribution functions, the average PDF of
our credit supply shock appears to be normally distributed, which is not surprising
because our shock is distributed as shockt ∼ N (0, I ) by constructionwithin ourVAR.
The distribution during booms almost perfectly overlaps the average distribution. The
estimated PDF during recessions is also clearly centered around zero. Not surprisingly,
we observe that large (negative) shocks occur mainly during recession. This is also
visible in the estimated CDF, where the probability of getting a shock of minus one
standard deviation or less (in absolute terms) in size is slightly higher during recessions.
Nevertheless, the overall picture clearly points to common central tendencies of the
distributions across the business cycle. We therefore conclude that the distribution of
shocks does not depend on the business cycle.
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Fig. 9 Estimated state-dependent PDFs and CDFs | zt : Financial Conditions Credit Subindex. Notes: Esti-
mated probability density functions (top panel), cumulative density functions (middle panel) and transition
function F(zt ) (bottom panel) over time. The green lines show the estimated distributions of credit supply
shocks during booms. The red lines show the estimated distributions during recessions using F(zt ) and
1− F(zt ) for weighting our kernel function. The black-dotted lines correspond to the average distributions
of credit supply shocks using a normally distributed kernel. In the bottom panel, the shaded areas highlight
the NBER recession dates

However, it is possible that positive credit supply shocks primarily occur when
financial conditions are looser than average, whereas negative credit supply shock
may predominantly occur when financial conditions are tighter than average. If we
find this to be true, this would imply that we possiblywould have to take different states
of financial conditions into account and therefore have to adjust our regression. We,
therefore, take the NFCI Credit subindex and repeat our exercise in order to investigate
whether the distribution of our credit supply shock systematically depends on financial
credit conditions.23

23 We repeat this exercise for different state variables, namely, the output gap and the adjusted Chicago
Fed National Financial Conditions Index. The resulting estimated probability density functions as well as
the estimated cumulative density functions can be found in appendix (B), Figs. 19 and 20, respectively.
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Starting with the dynamics of F(zt ) at the bottom panel of Fig. 9, it turns out that
whenever we are in a recession as indicated by the red-shaded area, credit conditions
are above average, i.e. tighter on average. The estimated probability density functions
at the top panel show that small shocks in absolute values are slightly more likely
when credit conditions are below average, i.e., when credit conditions are relatively
loose (red line), whereas larger shocks in absolute terms seem to be somehow more
common during periods of credit tightening (green line). However, both estimated
state-dependent distributions are clearly centered around zero and not much different
from the estimated average probability distribution. This finding is mirror-imaged in
the middle panel, where the cumulative probability distributions do not differ notably.
We conclude that, similar to the previous exercise, the distributions of credit supply
shocks both, when credit conditions are above and below average, follow common
central tendencies.

4.5 Altering specifications

In order to further stress test our results, we make changes to the sample size as well
as take a closer look at the role of lags and trends in order to ensure that these factors
do not distort our results.

First, we take a look at the role of the Great Recession. Throughout the paper, we
estimate our model over an effective period from 1975Q3 to 2013Q3. The asymmetric
effects we found so far could possibly be a relic of the Great Recession. We test for
this possibility and estimate our model, excluding NBER recession dates that mark
the Great Recession. The blue-dashed line in Figs. 15, 16, 17, 18 in the appendix show
the results of this exercise. In short, the results are generally similar to our baseline
such that we conclude that our findings are not driven by the Great Recession.

The next exercise is to investigate the effects of lags and trends. In our baseline
setting, we do not include a log-linear trend into our regression equation in order
to keep the regression equation consistent across our endogenous variables.24 This
subsection examines whether adding a trend changes our main results. We do so by
estimating

yt+h = δt + αh + γ xt + β+
h max{0, shockt } + β−

h min{0, shockt } + et+h , (8)

where δ denotes the effect of a log-linear time trend t , while the remainder is similar to
our baseline regression (5). The results do not change, as can be seen form the course
of the black-dotted line in Figs. 15, 16, 17, 18.

24 Note that our effective sample size runs from 1975Q3 to 2013Q4. For some variables under consideration
during this time span, it can be seen with the naked eye that adding a linear time trend would probably
deliver misleading results.
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As explained in Sect. 2, the choice of lags for both, the endogenous variable as
well as the set of control variables other than the endogenous variables, relies on
the Bayesian Schwartz Information Criterion. We, therefore, test whether the results
change if our lag lengths are chosen according to the more restrictive Akaike Infor-
mation Criterion (AIC) given by

2k − 2 ln(L̂) . (9)

TheAIC suggests p = 4 lags of the endogenous variable andq = 3 lags for the remain-
ing variables, as opposed to the benchmark case where two lags of the endogenous
variable have been used. Overall, we find that the choice of lags does not change our
results remarkably, as the respective impulse responses (black-dashed line) are very
similar to our baseline results (red-solid), as Figs. 15, 16, 17, 18 show. Furthermore,
the t−statistics as well show the same pattern as in Sect. 3.

5 Conclusion

The Great Recession has renewed the interest in the nexus between credit cycles
and economic activity. One important finding is that credit developments can lead to
vicious boom-bust cycles. That is, what starts with a stimulation of economic activ-
ity eventually results in economic downturn (e.g. Schularick and Taylor 2012; Jordà
et al. 2013). Another finding is that the boom-bust phases observed in the past four
decades goes back to credit supply expansions (e.g. Mian et al. 2018; Justiniano et al.
2019). However, the research so far is limited to symmetric effects of credit supply
developments. As pointed out by Barnichon et al. (2019), this may lead to somewhat
counterintuitively lenient results. One reason is that originally differently operating
shocks will eventually level out in a symmetric setup. This, as well as the theoreti-
cal literature that shows asymmetries (and nonlinearities) in the response to financial
shocks, raises the question, whether credit supply shocks cause asymmetric effects.

They do. Especially overall private debt, mortgage debt, debt-to-GDP, and house
prices exhibit asymmetries in the response to credit supply shocks. In this respect,
positive credit supply shocks tend to have stronger and more prolonged effects.

Furthermore, our results underpin the narrative of the boom-bust cycle in the pres-
ence of financial distortions which, again, is more pronounced in the presence of
positive credit supply shocks. After an initial increase in economic activity (output,
prices, investments, expenditures, and consumer credit) that lasts for five to ten quar-
ters, the economy transits into a bust phase with a notable slowdown in economic
activity. In contrast, negative credit supply shocks cause notably stronger deflationary
pressure.

Looking at some surrogates of aggregate demand and aggregate supply, the boom-
bust narrative is further confirmed, yet it does not explain the highly asymmetric and
persistent response of overall debt, mortgage debt, and debt-to-GDP. However, even
though this paper does not aim at tracing down the specific causes of asymmetries, we
find that house prices, and thus the household-driven demand channel (e.g. Mian and
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Sufi 2018) are key for the persistence in the response of mortgage debt and debt-to-
GDP to credit supply shocks.

Lastly, if we abstract from asymmetries, we get relatively mild responses for debt
and prices in the presence of credit supply shocks, such that the true effects tend to be
underestimated.

However, we do not trace down the causes of asymmetries, which may be rooted
in a variate of reasons: occasionally binding borrowing constraints, asymmetric infor-
mation due to market imperfections, or behavioral biases, to name a few. We leave
further going down the rabbit hole for future research.
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Appendix

See Figs. 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18.
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Fig. 10 Real mortgage rates over time. Notes: Real mortgage rate from 1990Q1 to 2019Q3 as the difference
between the 30-year fixed mortgage rate and different measures of inflation expectations: GDP deflator-
based one year-ahead inflation rate forecast (light grey-dotted), CPI-based one year-ahead inflation rate
forecast (dark grey-dotted) and CPI-based 10 years-ahead inflation rate forecast (black-solid). The 30-year
fixed mortgage rate is taken from the FRED, and the SPF forecasts are taken from the Philadelphia Fed
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Fig. 11 Impulse response of credit volumes to alternative credit supply shock.Notes: The first column shows
the impulse response coefficients (red-solid) β+

h for h = 0, . . . , H for a positive (one standard deviation)
credit supply shock from the proxy SVAR, the second column shows the impulse response coefficients
(red-solid) β−

h for a negative (one standard deviation) credit supply shock from the proxy SVAR. In both
cases, the dark (pale) red-shaded area corresponds to the 68 (90) percent confidence interval, relying on
Driscoll–Kraay standard errors. The red-dotted lines in the first two columns show the impulse response
coefficients βh from a linear model without testing for asymmetric effects. The third column shows the
t−statistics testing the null that H0 : (β+

h −β−
h ) = 0 for each horizon h using the Driscoll–Kraay method.

The dark (pale) red-shaded area covers the t−critical values for a 68 (90) percent confidence interval, i.e.
±0.995 (±1.645). The first row shows the response of overall debt volume (in percent), the second row the
response of consumer credit volume (in percent), the third row the response of mortgage credit volume (in
percent) and the fourth row shows the response of the share of debt-to-GDP (in percentage points)
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Fig. 12 Impulse responses of headline variables to alternative credit supply shock. Notes: The first column
shows the impulse response coefficients (red-solid) β+

h for h = 0, . . . , H for a positive (one standard
deviation) credit supply shock from the proxy SVAR, the second column shows the impulse response
coefficients (red-solid) β−

h for a negative (one standard deviation) credit supply shock from the proxy
SVAR. In both cases, the dark (pale) red-shaded area corresponds to the 68 (90) percent confidence interval,
relying on Driscoll–Kraay standard errors. The red-dotted lines in the first two columns show the impulse
response coefficients βh from a linear model without testing for asymmetric effects. The third column shows
the t−statistics testing the null that H0 : (β+

h − β−
h ) = 0 for each horizon h using the Driscoll–Kraay

method. The dark (pale) red-shaded area covers the t−critical values for a 68 (90) percent confidence
interval, i.e. ±0.995 (±1.645). The first row shows the response of real GDP (in percent), the second row
the response of consumer prices (in percent) and the third row shows the response of the effective federal
funds rate (amended by the Wu-Xia shadow rate) in percentage points
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Fig. 13 Impulse responses of supply side variables to alternative credit supply shock. Notes: The first
column shows the impulse response coefficients (red-solid) β+

h for h = 0, . . . , H for a positive (one
standard deviation) credit supply shock from the proxy SVAR, the second column shows the impulse
response coefficients (red-solid) β−

h for a negative (one standard deviation) credit supply shock from the
proxy SVAR. In both cases, the dark (pale) red-shaded area corresponds to the 68 (90) percent confidence
interval, relying on Driscoll–Kraay standard errors. The red-dotted lines in the first two columns show the
impulse response coefficients βh from a linear model without testing for asymmetric effects. The third
column shows the t−statistics testing the null that H0 : (β+

h − β−
h ) = 0 for each horizon h using the

Driscoll–Kraay method. The dark (pale) red-shaded area covers the t−critical values for a 68 (90) percent
confidence interval, i.e. ±0.995 (±1.645). The first row shows the response of the Gilchrist and Zakrajšek
(2012) spread (in percentage points), the second depicts the response of total non-farm payrolls (in percent),
and the third shows the response of real investments (in percent)
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Fig. 14 Impulse responses of demand side variables to alternative credit supply shock. Notes: The first
column shows the impulse response coefficients (red-solid) β+

h for h = 0, . . . , H for a positive (one
standard deviation) credit supply shock from the proxy SVAR, the second column shows the impulse
response coefficients (red-solid) β−

h for a negative (one standard deviation) credit supply shock from the
proxy SVAR. In both cases, the dark (pale) red-shaded area corresponds to the 68 (90) percent confidence
interval, relying on Driscoll–Kraay standard errors. The red-dotted lines in the first two columns show the
impulse response coefficients βh from a linear model without testing for asymmetric effects. The third
column shows the t−statistics testing the null that H0 : (β+

h − β−
h ) = 0 for each horizon h using the

Driscoll–Kraay method. The dark (pale) red-shaded area covers the t−critical values for a 68 (90) percent
confidence interval, i.e. ±0.995 (±1.645). The first row shows the response of house prices (real Shiller
index, in percent).The second row depicts real residential investments (in percent). The last row shows the
response of real personal expenditures (in percent)
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Fig. 15 Robustness checks: response of credit volumes. Notes: The first column shows the impulse response
coefficients β+

h for h = 0, . . . , H for a positive (one standard deviation) credit supply shock from the
baseline model (red-solid) alongside the impulse responses given alternative model specifications such as a
model including a linear trend (black-dotted), a model with an alternative lag specification (black-dashed)
as well as the results from an estimation of the baseline model, where the great recession has been excluded
(blue-dashed). The second column shows the impulse response coefficients β−

h for a negative (one standard
deviation) credit supply shock. In both cases, the dark (pale) red-shaded area corresponds to the 68 (90)
percent confidence interval from the baseline model, relying on Driscoll–Kraay standard errors. The third
column shows the corresponding t−statistics testing the null that H0 : (β+

h − β−
h ) = 0 for each horizon

h using the Driscoll–Kraay method. The dark (pale) red-shaded area covers the t−critical values for a 68
(90) percent confidence interval, i.e. ±0.995 (±1.645), from the baseline model. The rows show, from top
to bottom, the responses of overall debt volume (in percent), the volume of consumer credit (in percent),
the responses of mortgage credit volume (in percent), and the share of debt-to-GDP (in percent)
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Fig. 16 Robustness checks: response of headlinemacro variables.Notes: Thefirst column shows the impulse
response coefficients β+

h for h = 0, . . . , H for a positive (one standard deviation) credit supply shock from
the baseline model (red-solid) alongside the impulse responses given alternative model specifications such
as a model including a linear trend (black-dotted), a model with an alternative lag specification (black-
dashed) as well as the results from an estimation of the baseline model, where the great recession has been
excluded (blue-dashed). The second column shows the impulse response coefficients β−

h for a negative
(one standard deviation) credit supply shock. In both cases, the dark (pale) red-shaded area corresponds to
the 68 (90) percent confidence interval from the baseline model, relying on Driscoll–Kraay standard errors.
The third column shows the corresponding t−statistics testing the null that H0 : (β+

h − β−
h ) = 0 for each

horizon h using the Driscoll–Kraay method. The dark (pale) red-shaded area covers the t−critical values
for a 68 (90) percent confidence interval, i.e. ±0.995 (±1.645), from the baseline model. The first row
shows the responses of real GDP (in percent).The second row depicts the responses of consumer prices
(in percent). The last row shows the responses of the effective federal funds rate (amended by the Wu-Xia
shadow rate (in percentage points)
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Fig. 17 Robustness checks: supply side variables. Notes: The first column shows the impulse response
coefficients β+

h for h = 0, . . . , H for a positive (one standard deviation) credit supply shock from the
baseline model (red-solid) alongside the impulse responses given alternative model specifications such as a
model including a linear trend (black-dotted), a model with an alternative lag specification (black-dashed)
as well as the results from an estimation of the baseline model, where the great recession has been excluded
(blue-dashed). The second column shows the impulse response coefficients β−

h for a negative (one standard
deviation) credit supply shock. In both cases, the dark (pale) red-shaded area corresponds to the 68 (90)
percent confidence interval from the baseline model, relying on Driscoll–Kraay standard errors. The third
column shows the corresponding t−statistics testing the null that H0 : (β+

h − β−
h ) = 0 for each horizon

h using the Driscoll–Kraay method. The dark (pale) red-shaded area covers the t−critical values for a 68
(90) percent confidence interval, i.e. ±0.995 (±1.645), from the baseline model. The first row shows the
responses of the Gilchrist and Zakrajšek (2012) spread (in percentage points).The second row depicts the
responses of total non-farm payrolls (in percent). The last row shows the responses of real investments (in
percent)
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Fig. 18 Robustness checks: demand side variables. Notes: The first column shows the impulse response
coefficients β+

h for h = 0, . . . , H for a positive (one standard deviation) credit supply shock from the
baseline model (red-solid) alongside the impulse responses given alternative model specifications such as a
model including a linear trend (black-dotted), a model with an alternative lag specification (black-dashed)
as well as the results from an estimation of the baseline model, where the great recession has been excluded
(blue-dashed). The second column shows the impulse response coefficients β−

h for a negative (one standard
deviation) credit supply shock. In both cases, the dark (pale) red-shaded area corresponds to the 68 (90)
percent confidence interval from the baseline model, relying on Driscoll–Kraay standard errors. The third
column shows the corresponding t−statistics testing the null that H0 : (β+

h − β−
h ) = 0 for each horizon

h using the Driscoll–Kraay method. The dark (pale) red-shaded area covers the t−critical values for a 68
(90) percent confidence interval, i.e. ±0.995 (±1.645), from the baseline model. The first row shows the
responses of house prices (real Shiller index, in percent).The second row depicts real residential investments
(in percent). The last row shows the responses of real personal expenditures (in percent)
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B. State-Dependent Distributions of Shocks

See Figs. 19 and 20.

Fig. 19 Estimated state-dependent PDFs and CDFs | zt : Output Gap. Notes: The state variable zt is the
output gap. The smoothed series relies on seven lags. The calibration is chosen to κ = 3 and μ = 0.
Red-shaded areas in the bottom panel show NBER recession dates
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Fig. 20 Estimated state-dependent PDFs and CDFs | zt : adjusted CFNFCI. Notes: The state variable zt is
the adjusted Chicago Fed National Financial Conditions Index. The smoothed series relies on seven lags.
The calibration is chosen to κ = 3 and μ = 0. Red-shaded areas in the bottom panel show NBER recession
dates
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